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Workers Party on Ballot in 2 More States

Kentucky, Tennessee Have Candidates on Red Ticket

Rally Negro Workers to Tour South

Workers Party to be Balloted in Kentucky and Tennessee.

COMMUNISTS ELECTED TO CONGRESS

For the first time in their history, the Communists have succeeded in placing their candidates on the ballot in Kentucky and Tennessee.

Kenedos Writ Now Permanent

Scab's Still Planting Bomb Frame-ups

Kenedos Writ Now Permanent

Doler Feard Murder Attempt

Brother Charges Seavey Grangers Responsible

Doler Fear Murder Attempt

British Union Chiefs Reject Labor Unity

Defeat Move to Resume Relations With USSR Unions

Do Men Condemn Decision of Cook Speech Is Profound

London, Sept. 7.—Officials of the British Union of Conciliation and Arbitration have decided to refuse to continue efforts to secure settlement of the coal strikes. The decision of the British Union was announced yesterday by Joko Giger, the general secretary of the union.

The collapse of a C. I. O. union which was formed in the coal field by a group of the C. I. O. officials, has resulted in the withdrawal of the union from the coal field. The union, which had been organized in the coal field in the spring, has now ceased to exist.

The collapse of the union was due to the fact that the C. I. O. officials, who had been organizing the union, decided to withdraw from the coal field. The officials had been organizing the union for the past year.
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**Expelled Progressives Lead Members in Launching a New Butcher Workers Union**

**UNITED HEBREW TRADES FAKERS SPLIT OLD UNION**

Militants Will Begin Organization Drive

A large section of the membership of the United Hebrew Trades Fakers Union, which is affiliated with the Allied Trades Fakers Union, is reported to have rebelled against the union rulers and to have started an organization drive. The split is expected to spread to other local sections of the union and to result in the formation of a new union.

**Japanese Workers Suffer in Heavy Tokio Floods**

HUNDREDS OF WORKERS IN TOKIO, JAPAN, HAD THEIR LIVES UNDERNOURISHED AS A RESULT OF THE FLOODS WHICH HAVE INUNDATED THE STREETS. ABOVE, A PARTIALLY SUBMERGED QUARTER WHERE SOME OF THESE WORKERS WERE TRAPPED. CALLED FOR A HURDLE TO THE NEW UNION, HEADED BY A DEMOCRAT ORGANIZATION WHICH IS AFFILIATED WITH THE RIGHT WING TRADES UNION.

**Camp Unity Goes Over the Top for “Daily”**

From an initial, reasonable membership of 18,000, the Workers’ International is now holding a membership drive in an effort to reach 250,000. The Daily Worker has a circulation of 150,000.

**Nucleus Active.**

Primary responsibility for the success of the Daily Worker drive was given to the Editor-in-Chief of the Workers’ International, who was assisted by the director of the drive, E. B. Smith, and the editor of the paper, E. H. Foster. The drive was launched with an immediate appeal to the workers to join the Daily Worker, and an appeal to the Daily Worker members to help spread the word.

**Foster said that no issues existed between the republican and democratic parties.**

The day before the strike, the Daily Worker conducted an interview with a Pennsylvania Railroad policeman who had been called to the camp to help maintain order. Foster said that the Daily Worker had never been a political party, and that it was now the duty of all workers to join the Daily Worker and help spread the word.

**Workers in this city into the ranks of the Daily Worker.**

The purpose of the meeting was to help spread the word and to aid the Daily Worker in its drive. The Daily Worker representative happened to be in the city at the time, and was able to make an appeal directly to the workers.

**The conference will start the drive in 100 per cent for support for the textile strikers and their wives and children. The Daily Worker strike fund was used for the strike.**

**THE DAILY WORKER IN TEXTILE STRIKE**

**By ALBERT WISSENBURG**

The Daily Worker is in the forefront of the textile strikers in New Bedford. The Daily Worker has been keeping the workers informed of the strike from the beginning, and has been helping to spread the word.

**In New Bedford the papers play a vital role in the lives of the textile workers.**

**The Daily Worker reports that the workers are in a good mood.**
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